DATA SHEET 38SLZ.050.44000

Signolit SLZ
Polyester film, matt translucent, stable to heat. For DTP applications suitable. The film can be copied directly onto offset and
screen printing plates.

Printing Systems

Formats
Art.Number

Thickness

Format

Packing quantity

38SLZ.050.44000

0.095 mm

DIN A4

100 sheets

38SLZ.050.43000

0.095 mm

DIN A3

100 sheets

Technical data
Characteristic

Duplex printing possible
Excellent dimensional stability
Excellent runnability
Heat resistant
Tear resistant
Splash resistant
Resistant against chemicals in toner blackening devices
Accepts writing with ball point pens, felt tip pens and pencils
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Finish
Translucent matt

Specifications
Width (mm)

210

Thickness

0.095 mm

Format

DIN A4

Length (mm)

297

Base Material

PET film

Packing quantity

100 sheets

Compatibility
Handling
Special hints for reproductionable originals:
Toner compressors do contain solvents due to which the toner particles swell. The thereby achieved density is sufficient for
reproductionable originals. Precondition is that the toner blackening is set at a high level when printing SLZ. Grey haze on
unprinted areas and „spiderweb“ effects around letters or areas are an indication that the toner density is too high.
Manufacturers of toner compressors recommend to print SLZ with printers made by Canon or HP.

Machines that are using the new polymer toners are not suitable for toner blackening.

Storage
Shelf life: 1 year after delivery
Store in a cool and dry place at a room temperature of 15 - 25°C and at a humidity of 30 - 60%.

Product liability clause
The foregoing information and any consulting provided by us in terms of application engineering shall be given to our best knowledge, but shall not be considered binding
information neither with regard to any third party industrial property rights. Any such consulting shall not relieve you from your own review of our current consulting information as to
their suitability for the intended procedures and applications. It is the users responsibility to determine the suitability for his/her own use and application and test through the
complete production process to ensure the product is fully suitable for the intended use, since conditions of use are beyond our control. The sale of our products shall be subject to
our current General Terms and Conditions. We reserve the right to make changes that serve to improve the product.
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